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Abstract
Humans can easily describe what they see in a coher-
ent way and at varying level of detail. However, existing
approaches for automatic video description are mainly fo-
cused on single sentence generation and produce descrip-
tions at a fixed level of detail. In this paper, we address
both of these limitations: for a variable level of detail we
produce coherent multi-sentence descriptions of complex
videos. We follow a two-step approach where we first learn
to predict a semantic representation (SR) from video and
then generate natural language descriptions from the SR. To
produce consistent multi-sentence descriptions, we model
across-sentence consistency at the level of the SR by en-
forcing a consistent topic. We also contribute both to the
visual recognition of objects proposing a hand-centric ap-
proach as well as to the robust generation of sentences us-
ing a word lattice. Human judges rate our multi-sentence
descriptions as more readable, correct, and relevant than
related work. To understand the difference between more
detailed and shorter descriptions, we collect and analyze a
video description corpus of three levels of detail.
1. Introduction
Describing videos or images with natural language is
an intriguing but difficult task. Recently, this task has re-
ceived an increased interest both in the computer vision
[4, 12, 5, 2, 19] and computational linguistic communities
[13, 25, 11]. The focus of most works on describing videos
is to generate single sentences for video snippets at a fixed
level of detail. In contrast, we want to generate coherent
multi-sentence descriptions for long videos with multiple
activities and allow for producing descriptions at the re-
quired levels of detail (see Figure 1).
The first task, multi-sentence description, has been ex-
plored for videos previously [2, 8, 22], but open challenges
remain, namely finding a segmentation of appropriate gran-
Detailed: A woman turned on stove. Then, she took out a cucumber from
the fridge. She washed the cucumber in the sink. She took out a
cutting board and knife. She took out a plate from the drawer. She
got out a plate. Next, she took out a peeler from the drawer. She
peeled the skin off of the cucumber. She threw away the peels into
the wastebin. The woman sliced the cucumber on the cutting board.
In the end, she threw away the peels into the wastebin.
Short: A woman took out a cucumber from the refrigerator. Then, she
peeled the cucumber. Finally, she sliced the cucumber on the cutting
board.
One sentence: A woman entered the kitchen and sliced a cucumber.
Figure 1: Output of our system for a video, producing co-
herent multi-sentence descriptions at three levels of detail,
using our automatic segmentation and extraction.
ularity and generating a conceptually and linguistically co-
herent description. Latter is important as changes in topic
lead to unnatural descriptions. To allow reasoning across
sentences we use an intermediate semantic representation
(SR) which is inferred from the video. For generating multi-
sentence descriptions we ensure that sentences describing
different activities are about the same topic. Specifically,
we predict the dish that is being prepared in our cooking
scenario. We improve intra-sentence consistency by allow-
ing our language model to choose from a probabilistic SR
rather than a single MAP estimate. Finally we apply lin-
guistic cohesion to ensure a fluent text.
Our second focus is generating descriptions with a vary-
ing level of detail. While this is a researched problem in
natural language generation, e.g. in context of user mod-
els [26], we are not aware of any work in computer vision
which studies how to select the desired amount of informa-
tion to be recognized. To understand which information is
required for producing a description at a desired level of de-
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tail we collected descriptions at various levels of detail for
the same video and analyzed which aspects of the video are
verbalized in each case. Our analysis suggests that shorter
descriptions focus on more discriminative activities/objects
for a given topic. We propose to handle this by verbaliz-
ing only the most relevant video segments according to a
predicted topic. A second conclusion is that for detailed de-
scriptions in our application domain of cooking activities, it
is important to describe all handled objects, in which cur-
rent approaches have only shown limited success. For this
we propose a hand-centric object recognition model, that
improves recognition of manipulated objects.
The contributions of the paper are as follows. The first
main contribution is to generate coherent multi-sentence de-
scriptions. For this we propose a model which enforces con-
ceptual consistency across sentences (Sec. 4) as well as lin-
guistic coherence (Sec. 6). Our second main contribution
is to allow generation of descriptions at a desired level of
detail. For this we collected, aligned, and analyzed a cor-
pus of descriptions of three levels of detail (Sec. 3). Based
on our analysis we explore and evaluate different options to
generate short video descriptions. Third, we significantly
improve the visual recognition (Sec. 7) based on our hand-
centric approach (Sec. 5).
2. Related Work
In the following we discuss the most relevant work
on image and video description with a focus on coher-
ent multi-sentence and multi-level language generation. To
generate descriptions for videos and images, rules or tem-
plates are a powerful tool but need to be manually de-
fined [12, 22, 6, 11, 5]. An alternative is to retrieve sen-
tences from a training corpus [4, 2] or to compose novel
descriptions based on a language model [12, 13, 15, 19].
We base our approach on [19] which uses an intermediate
SR modeled with a CRF. It uses statistical machine transla-
tion (SMT) [10] to translate the SR to a single sentence for
a manually segmented video-snippet. In contrast we seg-
ment the video automatically, produce multi-sentence de-
scriptions for an entire video at multiple levels of detail.
Furthermore, we exploit the probabilistic output of the CRF
and incorporate it in the SMT using a word-lattice [3].
Multi-sentence generation has been addressed for im-
ages by combining descriptions for different detected ob-
jects. [12] connects different object detection with preposi-
tions using a CRF and generates a sentence for each pair.
[13] models discourse constraints, content planning, lin-
guistic cohesion, and is able to reduce redundancy using
ILP. In contrast we model a global semantic topic to allow
descriptions with many sentences while [13] generates in
most cases only 1-3 sentences.
For videos, [6] learns AND/OR graphs to capture the
causal relationships of actions given visual and textual data.
During test time they find the most fitting graph to produce
template-based, multi-sentence descriptions. [8] produces
multiple sentences and use paraphrasing and merging to get
the minimum needed number of sentences. In contrast we
model consistency across sentences. Using a simple tem-
plate, [22] generates a sentence every 10 seconds based on
concept detection. For consistency they recognize a high
level event and remove inconsistent concepts. This has sim-
ilarity to our idea of a topic but they work in a much sim-
pler setting of just 3 high level events with manually de-
fined relations to all existing concepts. To generate multiple
sentences for a video, [2] segments the video based on the
similarity of concept detections in neighboring frames. In
contrast we use agglomarative clustering of attribute clas-
sifiers trained to capture the desired granularity. Next, [2]
ensures that their low level detections are consistent with
their concept prediction and retrieve the most likely train-
ing sentence. While their verbs are manually defined for all
concept pairs, we focus on activity recognition and describ-
ing activities with verbs predicted by SMT. While SMT has
mostly focused on the translation of single sentences, recent
approaches aim to optimize the entire translation in order to
generate consistent text [7]. It would be interesting to com-
bine this idea with the probabilistic output of our CRF as
part of future work.
We are not aware of any work in computer vision ap-
proaching descriptions at different levels of detail. Closest
is [5], which predicts more abstract verbs and nouns if the
uncertainty is too high for a more specific prediction. Our
approach is complementary, as our goal is to produce dif-
ferent detailed descriptions, using abstraction to summarize
over multiple activities or objects, rather than to decrease
uncertainty. Our work is also different from video summa-
rization as it solves a different task, namely getting a visual
summary rather than a textual description.
3. Analysis of human-written video descrip-
tions of different levels of detail
An important goal of our work is to generate natural lan-
guage descriptions for videos at different levels of detail. In
this section, we investigate which aspects of a video are ver-
balized by humans and how descriptions of different levels
of detail differ, with the aim of obtaining a better under-
standing of what needs to be recognized in a video.
Data collection The data was collected via Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (AMT) using the TACoS corpus [17]. The
corpus contains 127 cooking videos of 26 different dishes
and aligned text descriptions. For each video we asked a
person to describe it in three ways: (1) a detailed descrip-
tion with at most 15 sentences, (2) a short description (3-5
sentences), and (3) a single sentence. Unlike [17], workers
could freely describe videos without aligning each sentence
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Figure 2: Percentage of descriptions in which a category
was verbalized.
to the video. Our data collection hence results in more natu-
ral descriptions, having a more complex sentence structure
(e.g., they make use of temporal connectives and anaphora).
To ensure a high quality we manually excluded descriptions
violating our requirements as well as irrelevant texts. Over-
all, we have collected about 2600 triples of descriptions for
TACoS videos.
Analysis of human-written descriptions First, we ana-
lyze the collected descriptions with respect to which as-
pects of the videos are verbalized. We assign part-of-speech
(POS) tags to the collected descriptions and the ones pro-
vided by TACoS using the Stanford POS tagger [23]. Any
word tagged as a verb is considered to be an ACTIVITY, and
any word tagged as an adjective is considered to represent
an ATTRIBUTE. We classify all adverbials as providing SPA-
TIAL or TEMPORAL information using a hand-compiled list
of adverbials. QUANTITY information is assumed when one
of the words has been tagged as a cardinal number or when
a noun is a hyponym, i.e., in an is-a relation, of ‘quantity’ or
‘portion’ in WordNet [14]. We use PERSON, FOOD, TOOL,
UTENSIL or APPLIANCE and categories for nouns. To iden-
tify the category of a specific noun, we check whether the
words are hyponyms of appropriate WordNet entries, and
additionally check manually created white- and blacklists
for each category. FOOD is considered to be any edible item
or dish. TOOLS are items such as knife or chopper, while
UTENSILS are other kitchen utensils such as bowl or cutting
board. Finally, the APPLIANCE category comprises non-
movable items such as stove, kitchen or sink.
Figure 2 shows the percentages of descriptions in which
at least one word of the respective category occurred. AC-
TIVITIES, FOOD items and the PERSON are mentioned in
almost all descriptions. For TOOLS, UTENSILS, APPLI-
ANCES, ATTRIBUTES, QUANTITIES, and SPATIAL the oc-
currence frequency decreases as the descriptions become
shorter. TOOLS, UTENSILS, and APPLIANCES nearly fully
disappear in the single-sentence descriptions. The detailed
descriptions and the descriptions from TACoS are similar
except in the APPLIANCE category.
Next, we performed a qualitative comparison of the 10
most frequent activities/food items verbalized in different
TaCos detailed short single sentence
cut cut cut cut
take take take slice
get put put peel
put place get chop
wash get slice enter
place wash peel prepare
rinse remove place cook
remove rinse wash dice
peel slice enter make
be throw walk walk
Table 1: Top 10 verbs in video descriptions. Words marked
with bold are the ones that only appear in single sentence
descriptions.
TaCos detailed short single sentence
water water water orange
salt salt orange egg
pepper pepper egg pepper
juice orange pepper juice
orange egg juice onion
egg oil onion cauliflower
oil spice potato pineapple
herb juice cauliflower carrot
butter onion pineapple broccoli
onion fruit carrot avocado
Table 2: Top 10 food items in video descriptions. Words
marked with bold are the ones that appear in all but single
sentence descriptions. Note that pepper is an exception, as
it can refer to spice as well as a vegetable, and therefore
appears in all cases.
types of descriptions. The descriptions from TACoS, the
detailed descriptions and the short description mainly use
verbs describing specific activities, such as cut or take, see
Table 1. In the single-sentence descriptions, verbs such as
prepare, cook and make, which summarize a set of activ-
ities, are frequently used. This indicates that when gener-
ating single sentence descriptions of videos, it may not be
sufficient to simply extract sentences from the longer de-
scriptions, but some degree of abstractive summarization is
needed.
We also compared most top-10 food items mentioned in
the collected descriptions, see Table 2. Due to the relative
simplicity of the dishes present in TACoS (e.g. as preparing
a carrot), we do not observe much variation in the degree
of abstractness of the used words. However, there is a dif-
ference in which words are verbalized. While the detailed
descriptions frequently mention common ingredients such
as water, salt or spice, this is less for the short descriptions,
and almost never for the single sentence descriptions. In
short descriptions humans mention the objects that are more
relevant for the respective dish, which are usually the main
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ingredients such as potato or carrot, and skip the rest. Cor-
respondingly, in single sentence descriptions humans only
focus on the main ingredients. This suggests that knowing
the dish that is being prepared is necessary in order to de-
termine the important objects to be verbalized.
Discussion We draw four conclusions from this analysis.
First, in detailed descriptions all fine-grained activities and
objects are mentioned. This means that the visual recog-
nition system ideally should identify all of them. Second,
short descriptions could be obtained from detailed descrip-
tions using extractive summarization techniques. One might
apply extractive summarization purely on the language side,
but we explore an extractive technique on the visual side.
However, the fact that the various levels show different rel-
ative frequency of verbalized concepts indicates that a spe-
cific translation model targeted to desired type of descrip-
tions might be beneficial to match the SR with the text.
Third, single-sentence descriptions qualitatively differ from
all other description types, which suggests that abstractive
summarization is required for this level. Forth, it is advanta-
geous to explicitly model and recognize the dish that is pre-
pared. This also helps to generate consistent multi-sentence
descriptions, another important goal of this paper.
4. Generating consistent multi-sentence video
descriptions at multiple levels of detail
First we present our approach to generate consistent
multi-sentence descriptions for a video with a given tem-
poral segmentation and then describe our segmentation ap-
proach. Next, we present our approach to produce video
descriptions on multiple levels on detail. We produce short
and one sentence descriptions, using the obtained video seg-
mentation by selecting the most relevant intervals given the
predicted topic (dish).
4.1. Multi-sentence video descriptions
Assume that a video v can be decomposed into a
set of I video snippets represented by video descriptors
{x1, ..., xi, ..., xI}, where each snippet can be described by
a single sentence zi. To reason across sentences we em-
ploy an intermediate semantic representation (SR) yi. We
base our approach for a video snippet on the translation ap-
proach proposed in [19]. We chose this approach as it al-
lows to learn both the prediction of a semantic representa-
tion x → y from visual training data (xi, yi) and the lan-
guage generation y → z from an aligned sentence corpus
(yi, zi). While this paper builds on the semantic represen-
tation from [19], our idea of consistency is applicable to
other semantic representations. The SR y is a tuple of ac-
tivity and participating objects/locations, e.g. in our case
〈ACTIVITY, TOOL, OBJECT, SOURCE, TARGET〉. The rela-
tionship is modeled in a CRF where these entities are mod-
eled as nodes n ∈ {1, ..., N} (N = 5 in our case) observing
the video snippets xi as unaries. We define sn as a state of
node n, where sn ∈ S. We use a fully connected graph and
linear pairwise (p) an unary (u) terms. In addition to [19], to
enable a consistent prediction within a video, we introduce
a high level topic node t in the graph, which is also con-
nected to all nodes. However, in contrast to the other nodes
it observes the entire video v to estimate its topic rather than
a single video snippet. For the topic node t we define a state
st ∈ T , where T is a set of all topics. We then use the
following energy formulations for the structured model:
E(s1, ..., sN , st|xi, v) =
N∑
n=1
Eu(sn|xi) + Eu(st|v) +
∑
n∼m
Ep(sn, sm)
(1)
with Ep(sn, sm) = wpn,m, where w
p
n,m are the learned pair-
wise weights between the CRF node-state sn and node-state
sm. We discuss the unary features in Sec. 5.
While adding the topic node makes each video snippet
aware of the full video, it does not enforce consistency
across snippets. Thus, at test time, we compute the condi-
tional probability p(s1, ..., sN |sˆt), setting st to the highest
scoring state sˆt over all segments i:
sˆt = argmax
st∈T
max
i∈I
p(st|xi) (2)
We learn the model by independently training all video de-
scriptors xi and SR labels yi = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sN , st〉 using
loopy belief propagation implemented in [21]. The possi-
ble states of the CRF nodes are based on the provided video
segment labels for the TACoS dataset [17] as well as the
topic (dish) labels of the videos.
Segmentation For our above described approach, we
have to split the video v into video-snippets xi. Two as-
pects are important for this temporal segmentation: it has
to find the appropriate granularity so it can be described
by a single sentence and it should not contain any unim-
portant (background) segments which would typically not
be described by humans. For the first aspect, we employ
agglomerative clustering on a score-vector of semantic at-
tribute classifiers (see Sec. 5). These classifiers are trained
to capture the annotation granularity. We found that the raw
video features are not able to capture this very well. The
second aspect is achieved by training a background classi-
fier on all unlabeled video segments as negative examples
versus all labeled snippets as positive.
4.2. Multi-level video descriptions
Based on the observations discussed in Sec. 3, we pro-
pose to generate shorter descriptions by extracting a sub-
set of segments from our segmentation. We select relevant
segments by scoring how discriminative their predicted SR
is for the predicted topic by summing the tfidf scores of
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the node-states, computed on the training set. For the SR
〈s1, . . . , sN , st〉, its score r equals to:
r(s1, ..., sN , st) =
N∑
n=1
tfidf(sn, st) (3)
where tfidf is defined as the normalized frequency of the
state sn (i.e. activity or object) in topic st times the inverse
frequency of its appearance in all topics:
tfidf(sn, st) =
f(sn,st)
maxs′n∈S f(s
′
n,st)
log
(
|T |∑
s′t∈T
f(sn,s′t)>0
)
(4)
This way we select the n highest scoring segments and use
them to produce a short description of the video. One way to
produce a description would be to simply extract sentences
that correspond to selected segments from the detailed de-
scription. However, given that some concepts are not ver-
balized in shorter descriptions, as pointed out in Sec. 3, we
additionally explore the approach of learning a translation
model targeted to the desired level of detail. We similarly
produce single sentence descriptions and also compare our
approach to the retrieval baseline (see Sec. 7.3).
5. Improving Visual features
One of the conclusions drawn in [19] is that the noisy vi-
sual recognition is a main limitation of the suggested trans-
lation approach. Therefore, we are aiming to improve the
quality of predicted semantic representations. Moreover,
given that we want to infer the topic (dish) (Sec. 4), it is
particularly important to recognize such challenging objects
as food items.
The visual recognition approach of [19] is based on
dense trajectory features [24]. In [19] the features are quan-
tized in a codebook and used to train the visual attribute
classifiers. Finally, the classifiers’ score vectors are used as
features for the CRF unaries. We improve this approach in
two ways. First we change the features used for CRF unar-
ies to the semantic unaries. Second, in order to improve the
object recognition, we suggest that it is beneficial to focus
on hands’ regions, rather than to use holistic features, such
as dense trajectories. This observation is intuitive, in partic-
ular in domains, where people mostly perform hand-related
activities. We develop a robust hand detector and extract
color Sift features in hands’ neighborhood to recognize the
manipulated objects.
5.1. Semantic unaries
As mentioned above, the approach of [19] uses visual at-
tributes to obtain the features for CRF unaries. One problem
with this approach is that it ignores the semantic meaning of
the attributes. E.g. a classifier for a visual attribute knife is
learned disregarding whether a knife is a TOOL (e.g. cut
with a knife), or an OBJECT (e.g. take out knife). Later, the
CRF unaries use the entire score vectors as features, which
leads to noisy predictions. Namely, [19] uses the following
formulation for the CRF unaries:
Eu(sn|xi) =< wun, xi >, (5)
where wun is a vector of weights between the node-state sn
and the visual attributes. Both wun and xi have the dimen-
sionality equal to the number of all visual attributes.
Unlike the described method, we train SVM classifiers
for visual attributes using their semantic meaning (being a
tool, object, etc), e.g. we train different classifiers for a
knife-TOOL and knife-OBJECT. This allows us to use a score
of each node/state classifier directly as a feature for a corre-
sponding unary:
Eu(sn|xi) = wunxi,n (6)
Here wun is a scalar weight and xi,n is a score of the respec-
tive visual classifier. Thus we get more discriminative unar-
ies and also reduce the number of parameters of the model
(number of connections between node-states and visual fea-
tures). The topic node unary Eu(st|v) is defined similarly,
based on the composite activity recognition features [20] as
visual descriptors of video v.
5.2. Hand centric features for Object Recognition
For hand localization we exploit hand appearance to train
an effective hand detector and integrate this detector into a
upper body pose estimation approach. Given the detected
hand bounding boxes we densely extract color Sift on 4
channels (RGB+grey) and quantize them in a codebook of
size 4000.
Hand Detector Based on Appearance Our hand detector
is based on the deformable part models (DPM). We aim to
differentiate left and right hands as they perform different
roles in many activities. Therefore, we dedicate separate
DPM components to left and right hands but jointly train
them in one detector. At test time we pick the best scoring
hypothesis among the left and right hand components. We
found that a rather large number of components is needed
to achieve good detection performance. DPM components
are initialized via k-means clustering of samples by hand
orientation and HOG descriptors.
Hand Detection Based on Body Pose To jointly estimate
the hand positions with other body parts we employ a pic-
torial structures (PS) model [1]. The upper body is rep-
resented by 10 parts including torso, head, left and right
shoulders, elbows, wrists and hands. The model combines a
kinematic tree prior for efficient inference and body part de-
tectors using shape context features. We extend this model
as follows. First we train the model using more training
data. Next, we incorporate color features into the part like-
lihoods by stacking them with the shape context features.
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Figure 3: Detection accuracy of right and left hands for a
varying distance from the ground truth position: pose(S)
denotes shape context; pose(SC) - shape context and color.
Figure 4: Encoding probabilistic input for SMT using a
word lattice: 〈CUT OFF,EGG-SHELLS〉 has the highest con-
fidence but is unlikely according to the target language
model. Thus other candidate paths, e.g. 〈CUT OFF,
CUCUMBER〉 can be a better choice.
Finally, we extend the body part detections with detection
hypotheses for left and right hands based hand detector de-
scribed above. Based on the sparse set of non-max sup-
pressed detections we obtain a dense likelihood map for
both hands using a Gaussian kernel density estimate.
Hand Detection Evaluation We evaluate our hand detec-
tor on the “Pose Challenge” dataset [18] that contains 1277
test images. Results are shown in Figure 3. Our hand de-
tector alone significantly improves over the state-of-the-art
FPS approach of [18]. The performance further improves
when hand detectors are integrated in the PS model. Our
detector also significantly improves over the hand detector
of [16] that in addition to hand appearance also relies on
color and context features.
6. Generating natural descriptions
Using a parallel corpus of sentences zi aligned with a SR
yi, i.e. (yi, zi), we adapt SMT techniques [19] to generate a
novel sentence z∗ for a SR y∗.
Probabilistic input for SMT While the translation-based
approach can achieve performance comparable with hu-
mans on ground truth SRs [19], this does not hold if the SR
is noisy. The approach of [19] only takes into account the
most probable prediction, the uncertainty found in the SR
is not used. However, uncertain input is a known problem
for SMT as speech based translation is also based on uncer-
tain input. The work of [3] shows that a probabilistic in-
put encoded in a word lattice can improve the performance
Output of system
(a) the person got out a cucumber from the fridge
(b) the person washed the cucumber
(c) the person got out a peeler from the drawer
(d) the person got out a knife from the drawer
(e) the person peeled the cucumber
(f) the person sliced the cucumber
Post-processed description
(g) A woman got out a cucumber from the fridge.
(h) Next, she washed the cucumber.
(i) The woman got out a peeler and a knife from the drawer.
(j) Finally, she peeled and sliced the cucumber.
Figure 5: Post-processing of descriptions.
of translation by also decoding alternative hypotheses with
lower confidence (example see Figure 4).
A word lattice is a Directed Acyclic Graph allowing
to efficiently decode multiple visual recognition outputs.
To construct a word lattice from a set of predicted SRs
〈ACTIVITY,TOOL,INGREDIENT,SOURCE,TARGET〉, we
construct a word lattice for each node and then concatenate
them. In case that semantic labels are empty in the SRs, we
use a symbol NULL+node id to encode this information in
the word lattice. We found that providing more flexibility
for the alignment model in SMT improves performance,
i.e. composite semantic labels such as CUTTING-BOARD
are encoded as multiple separate words, e.g. cutting, board.
SMT combines scores from a phrase-based translation
model, a language model, a distortion model and applies
word penalties. Word lattice decoding enables us to incor-
porate confidence scores from the visual recognition. We
optimize the model jointly on a development set.
Creating cohesive descriptions As SMT generates sen-
tences independently for each video segment, the produced
multi-sentence descriptions seem more like a ‘list of sen-
tences’ rather than a ‘text’ to readers. Figure 5 shows an ex-
ample output of the SMT. Cohesion describes the linguistic
means which relate sentences on a surface level, and which
do not require deep understanding of the text. Hence, we
automatically post-process the descriptions such that they
are more cohesive using a set of domain-independent rules:
(1) we fix punctuation and create syntactic parses using the
Stanford parser [9]. (2) We combine adjacent sentences if
they have the same verb but different objects. E.g., sen-
tences (c) and (d) in Figure 5 will be combined to (i). (3)
We combine adjacent sentences if they have the same ob-
ject but different verbs, e.g., sentences such as (e) and (f)
become (j). (4) The use of referring expressions such as
pronouns is a strong cohesive device. As in English, there
is no appropriate pronoun for the phrase the person, we use
gold-standard gender information and replace this phrase
by appropriate nouns and pronouns. (5) We insert temporal
adverbials such as next, then and finally.
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7. Evaluation
We augment the video-description dataset TACoS [17]
with short and single sentence descriptions (see Sec. 3).
Following the experimental setup of [19] we use videos and
dense trajectory features [24] published by [20]; we use the
same test split for visual recognition and video description.
We preprocess all text data by substituting gender specific
identifiers with “The person” and, in contrast to [19], trans-
form all sentences to past tense to ensure consistent multi-
sentence descriptions.
We evaluate generated text per sentence and per descrip-
tion using BLEU@4, which computes the geometric mean
of n-gram word overlaps for n=1,...,4, weighted by a brevity
penalty. We also perform human evaluation of produced de-
scriptions asking human subjects to rate readability (with-
out seeing the video), correctness, and relevance (latter two
with respect to the video). Readability is evaluated ac-
cording to the TAC1 definition which rates the description’s
grammaticality, non-redundancy, referential clarity, focus,
structure and coherence. Correctness is rated per sentences
with respect to the video (independent of completeness), we
average the score over all sentences per description. Rel-
evance is rated for the full descriptions and judges if the
generated description captures the most important events
present in the video. For our segmentation we estimate the
best number of initial segment size (60 frames), the similar-
ity measure (cosine), and termination threshold (0.982) on
a validation set and fix them for all experiments.
7.1. Visual Recognition
We first evaluate the output of our visual recognition,
the SR. We report accuracy of CRF nodes over all labeled
ground truth intervals on the test set in Table 3. The first
line shows the results reported by [19]. We notice that the
recognition of the handled object (in many cases the ingre-
dient), is the most difficult, achieving only 33.2% compared
to 60.8% or more for the other nodes. This lower perfor-
mance can be explained by the larger number of states (last
line, Table 3) and high intra-class variability of the ingredi-
ents. This is in contrast to the importance for verbalization
where the activity (second lowest) and handled object are
naturally most important (see also Sec. 3).
As a first step we add a dish node to the CRF without any
features (line 2 in Table 3). However, the dish recognition of
8.1% is too low and enforcing consistency by conditioning
on the node prediction confuses the other nodes, leading to
a drop in performance for most nodes. Once we add seman-
tic unaries the performance improves for activities by 5.6%
and for objects by 3.9% compared to [19]. Next we improve
the dish recognition accuracy by adding more training data
1www.nist.gov/tac/2011/Summarization/Guided-
Summ.2011.guidelines.html
Approach acti. tool obj. source target dish
CRF [19] 60.8 82.0 33.2 76.0 74.9 -
CRF + dish consistency 60.4 83.0 30.0 70.7 69.6 8.1
+ Semantic unaries 66.4 82.3 37.1 77.0 77.0 12.7
+ Data (CRF training) 66.4 83.4 41.0 78.1 77.4 29.0
+ Dish unaries 65.7 83.0 42.4 76.7 76.3 46.3
+ Hand centric 66.1 84.5 49.1 76.7 77.7 56.2
number of states 66 43 109 51 35 26
Table 3: Visual recognition of SR, accuracy in %.
during the CRF training. We use additional videos from
the MPII Composite dataset [20] that correspond to dishes
of the TACoS subset. This data was previously only used
for learning attribute/unary classifiers. This leads to an im-
provement not only for the dish node, but for all nodes (see
line 4). As a next step we add unaries to the dish node. Here
we use the features proposed for composite activity recogni-
tion [20], training a specific SVM for each state of the dish
node. During training and test time we use the ground-truth
segmentation for computing the features. Comparing this
to the same approach without dish features (line 5 versus
4) improves the dish node significantly from 29% to 46%.
As a last step we add our hand centric color Sift features as
second unary for all states from the nodes TOOL, OBJECT,
SOURCE, and TARGET. This leads to a significant improve-
ment for objects of 6.7% and for DISH of 9.9% (line 6 versus
5). In comparison to [19] we achieve an impressive, over-
all improvement of 5.3% for ACTIVITY, 2.5% for TOOL,
15.9% for OBJECT, 0.7% for SOURCE, and 2.8% for TAR-
GET.
7.2. Multi-sentence generation
We start by using the ground truth intervals provided by
TACoS. Results are shown in the upper part of Table 4.
The first line shows the results using the SR and SMT
from [19] (the best version, learning on predictions), which
achieves a BLEU@4 score of 23.2% when evaluated per
sentence. This is an increase from 22.1% reported by [19]
due to converting the TACoS corpus to past tense, making
it more uniform. The BLEU@4 evaluated per description
is 55.7%2 and human judges score these descriptions with
2.5 for readability, 3.3 for correctness, and 2.8 for relevance
on a scale from 1-5. Using our improved SR (line 2 in Ta-
ble 4) consistently improves the quality of the descriptions.
Judges rate especially the readability much higher (+0.8)
which is due to our increased consistency introduced by the
dish node. Also correctness (+0.3) and relevance (+0.2) is
rated higher, and the BLEU score improves by 1.9% and
8.1%. To estimate the effect of our hand centric features
2The BLEU score per description is much higher than per sentence as
the the n-grams can be matched to the full descriptions.
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PER SENTENCE PER DESCRIPTION
Human judgments
Approach BLEU BLEU Read. Corr. Rel.
On TACoS gt intervals
SMT [19] 23.2 55.7 2.5 3.3 2.8
SMT (our SR) 25.1 63.8 3.3 3.6 3.0
+ probabilistic input 27.5 66.1 3.6 3.7 3.1
Human descriptions 36.03 63.63 4.4 4.9 4.8
On our segmentation
SMT [19] - 43.9 2.4 2.9 2.7
SMT (our SR) - 55.3 2.7 3.4 3.2
+ probabilistic input - 55.8 3.2 3.7 3.3
Table 4: Evaluating detailed descriptions. BLEU@4 in %.
Human judgments from 1-5, where 5 is best.
we evaluate our SMT without them, which reaches a BLEU
score of 24.1% (-1.0%) per sentence and 61.1% (-2.7%) for
full descriptions. This indicates that the suggested features
have a strong effect not only on the visual recognition per-
formance but also on the quality of our descriptions.
Next, we evaluate the effect of using probabilistic in-
put for SMT in the form of a word lattice (line 3 in Table
4). Again all scores increase. Most notably the BLEU@4
score by 2.3% and readability by 0.3. While learning on
prediction can recover from systematic errors of the visual
recognition [19], using probabilistic input for SMT allows
to recover from errors made during test time by choosing a
less likely configuration according to the visual recognition
but more likely according to the language model, e.g. “The
person got out a knife and a cutting board from the pot” is
changed to “The person took out a pot from the drawer”.
We can further improve readability to 3.8 by applying lin-
guistic post-processing to the description (see Sec. 6). Al-
though we make significant improvements over [19], there
is still a gap in comparison to human description, showing
the difficulty of the task and the dataset.3
After evaluating on the intervals selected by human to
describe the video, we now evaluate on our automatic seg-
mentation in the second part of Table 4. We make three
observations: first, the relative performance between [19],
our SR, and our SR + probabilistic SMT is similar to the
one on ground truth intervals. Second, compared to ground
truth intervals the performance drops only slightly and our
SR + probabilistic SMT still performs better than [19] on
ground truth intervals. This indicates the good quality of our
segmentation. Third, surprisingly the relevance slightly im-
proves for our approaches by 0.1/0.2. This might be due to
our background classifier which removes unimportant seg-
ments.
3The BLEU score for human description is not fully comparable due to
one reference less, which typically has a strong effect on the BLEU score.
PER SENTENCE PER DESCRIPTION
Human judgments
Approach BLEU BLEU Read. Corr. Rel.
On Short Desc. intervals
SMT [19] 19.1 43.8 3.1 2.9 2.5
SMT (our SR) + prob. 22.5 54.4 3.6 3.5 3.3
Human descriptions - 57.93 4.7 4.8 4.7
On our segmentation (top 3)
SMT [19] (TACoS) 38.7 - - -
SMT [19] (Short Desc) 41.6 3.6 2.9 2.5
SMT (our) + prob. (TACoS) 47.2 - - -
SMT (our) + prob. (Short Desc) 56.9 4.2 3.5 3.3
Table 5: Evaluating short descriptions. BLEU@4 in %.
Human judgments from 1-5, where 5 is best.
Qualitative evaluation Tables 7 and 8 demonstrate the
qualitative results of our approach and compare them to
human-written descriptions and the output of [19]. For the
fair comparison we show the output of our system without
the post-processing step. In Table 7 we illustrate an exam-
ple when the dish was correctly recognized. Our system
produces a consistent multi-sentence description which fol-
lows the topic of the video, namely “Preparing a carrot”.
Unlike ours, the description of [19] contains multiple topic
changes, which makes it neither readable nor informative
for humans. Table 8 shows an example where the dish was
not correctly identified. Our system predicted “Preparing
orange juice” instead of “Juicing a lime”, confusing the
main object of the video. Still, the description is much more
relevant than the one of [19], due to its consistency with a
similar dish.
7.3. Multi-level generation
Next we evaluate our approach with respect to short (Ta-
ble 5) and single sentence (Table 6) descriptions. As for
detailed descriptions, our improved SR helps to achieve an
increase in BLEU and human judgments underlining our
above claims.
The upper part of the Table 5 compares results from [19]
and our approach on ground truth intervals. To produce a
short description using our segmentation, we select top 3
relevant segments, as described earlier (Sec. 4). We de-
cide for 3 segments as the average length of short descrip-
tions in the corpus is 3.5 sentences. We compare differ-
ent approaches of producing short descriptions. First line
shows the result of extracting sentences from the detailed
description generated by model of [19] trained on TACoS.
Second line corresponds to short description generated by
[19] trained on the short descriptions. Similarly next two
lines correspond to extracted and generated short descrip-
tions produced by our system. In both cases we observe
that language models specifically trained on the short de-
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PER DESCRIPTION
Human judgments
Approach BLEU Read. Corr. Rel.
On full video
Retrieval (Nearest neighbor) 23.3 4.6 3.3 3.3
Human descriptions 48.8 4.7 4.5 4.5
On our segmentation (top 1)
SMT [19] (TACoS) 18.3 - - -
SMT [19] (Short Desc) 25.5 4.6 2.5 2.5
SMT (our) + prob. (TACoS) 25.6 - - -
SMT (our) + prob. (Short Desc) 28.5 4.7 3.5 3.5
Table 6: Evaluating single sentence descriptions.
BLEU@4 in %. Human judgments from 1-5, 5 is best.
scriptions perform better. This supports our hypothesis that
for the best performance we need to learn a language model
for a desired level of detail. Interestingly, the descriptions
produced on our segmentation got higher or similar human
judgment scores than on ground truth Short Desc. intervals.
This shows, that our method to select relevant segments in-
deed captures the most important events of the video.
Finally, Table 6 shows the results for the single sentence
description generation. The first line of the table shows the
result of the retrieval based on the predicted dish. We se-
lect a sentences that describes the closest training video of
the same dish, using the dish unary features. This results
in a BLEU@4 score 23.3%, which is far below 48.8% for
human descriptions. The last four lines compare the ex-
tractively produced descriptions. Here we have the same
competing methods as in Table 5; we extract a single sen-
tence either from the detailed or short description. The best
performance is achieved by our model trained on the short
descriptions (last line). Interestingly it significantly outper-
forms the retrieval-based approach, due to more accurate
recognition of activities/objects present in test video.
8. Conclusion
This work addresses the challenging task of coherent
multi-sentence video descriptions. We show that inferring
the high level topic helps to ensure consistency across sen-
tences. We also show that hand centric features help to
improve the visual recognition of the most challenging se-
mantic category, namely manipulated objects, which leads
to consecutive improvements of produced descriptions. An-
other finding of our work is that using probabilistic input in
SMT improves the quality of sentences produced for indi-
vidual video snippets.
We also address the so far unexplored task of producing
video descriptions at multiple levels of detail. We collected
and analyzed a corpus of human descriptions of three lev-
els of detail in order to find out how the language changes
across these levels. We found that with decreasing length
of description, the verbalized information is being ‘com-
pressed’ according to the topic of the video. Based on this
we propose a method to extract most relevant segments of
the video. We also show that using a language model tar-
geted at the type of description improves over using one
learned from descriptions of another level of detail.
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Human Description SMT (our SR) + probabilistic input SMT [19]
The person took out carrots. The person took out a carrot from the refrigera-
tor and placed it on the cutting board.
The person took out carrots from the fridge.
The person took out knife. The person took out a cutting board and knife. The person took out a knife from the drawer
and a cutting board from a drawer.
The person took out cutting board. The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer.
The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer.
The person took out plate. The person got out a plate from the cabinet. The person took out pomegranate and bowl
from the cabinet.
The person washed carrot. The person washed the carrot. The person grated half of the cucumber.
The person took out peeler. The person got out a peeler from the drawer. The person took out a cutting board a knife
and a carrot.
The person peeled carrot. The person peeled the carrot in the sink. The person cut the orange grater.
The person threw away peels. The person threw away the peels into the waste-
bin.
The person threw away the peel.
The person chopped up carrot. The person put the carrots on the cutting board. The person cut up the beans.
The person put back extra carrots. The person took out a carrot from the fridge. The person took out a knife from the person
took out a carrot.
Table 7: Qualitative comparison of the human descriptions, SMT (our SR) + probabilistic input and SMT [19]. Example
where the dish was correctly recognized. Mistakes are marked in bold. Correct but not the most relevant information is
marked in italic.
Human Description SMT (our SR) + probabilistic input SMT [19]
The person took the lemon squeezer
out of the drawer.
The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer.
The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer on the cutting board.
The person took a lime out of the
refrigerator.
The person took out an orange from the fridge. The person got out the broccoli from the fridge.
The person took a knife out of the
drawer.
The person got out a knife from the drawer. The person took out a knife from the drawer.
The person took a round chopping
board out of the drawer.
The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer.
The person took out a cutting board from the
drawer on the cutting board.
The person cut the lime in half. The person cut the orange in half. The person cut the avocado in on the plate.
The person squeezed the juice out
of both lime halves.
The person juiced the orange. The person cut the orange on juicer.
The person washed her hands. The person washed her hands. The person rinsed the chili.
Table 8: Qualitative comparison of the human descriptions, SMT (our SR) + probabilistic input and SMT [19]. Example
where the dish was wrongly recognized. Mistakes are marked in bold.
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